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92'92.22: Both parties are dury represented by their rearned
counsels.

By this common order, I going to dispose of Visc.1:;
case No' 35/tg and 3B/1g as the preadings and the prayers are
similar in nature.

It is to be mentioned here that the praintiffs of T.S No.
5/18 filed petition no. 655/19 on 26.0 7.2org under order 1
Rule L,(Z), CpC R/W Order 6 Rule t7, CpC praying for
impreadment of one Sishuram pawe, the brother of the
defendant no.2, as defendant no.3. The said petition was
registered as Misc(J) case No. 3s/2org and hearing was taken.
on the date of passing order, the praintiffs/ petitioners fired
another petition being no. 7oB/Lg dated 19.08,2019 under
Order 1 Rule IO (2), CpC R/W Order 6 Rule 17, Cpcpraying for
impleadment of aforesaid person and to allow them to amend
the plaint by incorporating the grievances against *re s6io
sishuram pawe. The said petition was registered as Misc.(J)
Case No. 3BlZOtg.

In the both cases, the opp. parties were served with
notices and in neither of case the opp. parties fired any written
objection' Accordingry, both parties were heard on aforesaid
petitions.

In petition no' 655/201g, the petitioners areged that said
Sishuram pawe is the brother of defendant no.2 and on being
instigated and infruenced by defendant no,2, he on 74.07.207g.
forcefully entered into the schedure B part of the surt tand ano \
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(Continued..) with the help of heired persons started to plough the land and

sown seedlings. Accordingly, the schedule B part of the suit

land is now in possession of the said Sishuram pawe. As such,

the petitioners want him to be impleaded in the suit as

defendant no.3 for obtaining a decree for recovery of
possession from him.

In Petition no, 70Bl19, the petitioners reiterated

aforesaid facts and stated that whire preparing for hearing, it

came to the notice of the learned counsel for the petitloners

that in the earlier petition the consequential amendment in the

plaint after impleadment of sishuram pawe was not prayed for

and accordingly, they have come up with the instant petition

with a prayer for allowing them to amend the plaint with

existing prayer for impleadment of Sishuram pawe.

The learned counsel for the petitioners further submitted

that considering the development in the suit and the incident of

14.07.2019. Sishuram Pawe has become a necessary and'
indispensable party to the suit. If he is not impleaded in the

suit, the suit would not be adjudicated properly and

furthermore, the petitioners would face difficulties in execution

of the decree if passed against the defendant no.2. Accordingly,

to avoid pre-judice to the petitioners, said Sishuram pawe

needs to be impleaded in the suit and consequentially the plaint

needs to be amended by incorporating the allegations against

him.

On the other hand, the learned counsel for the Opp. 
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(Continued..) Party submitted that said Sishuram Pawe is a stranger to the

suit and also denied the allegations made against him. The

learned counsel further submitted that if in this manner parties

are added in the suit, the process would be never ending and

delay would cause in disposing the suit.

After hearing both sides and going through their

contentions, I am of this reasonable opinlon that from the

allegations prima facie it appears that said Sishuram pawe is a

necessary party to the suit and no effective order can be made

in his absence. Moreover, if the prayer of the petitioners is not

allowed there would be every possibility for creating scope for

multiplicity of proceedings and in that case, the petitioners

would be pre-judiced.

Accordingly, ofl being satisfied with the contentions of

the petitioners, the prayer is allowed.

Hence, Sishuram Pawe is lmpleaded in the suit as

defendant no.3 and the petitioners/ plaintiffs of T,S No. 5/2016

are directed to file amended plaint after incorporating the

allegations made against him as mentioned in petition no,

70BlL9.

With the aforesaid directions Misc.(J) Case No.

and Misc.(J) Case No. 38/2019 are hereby disposed of.
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